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Abstract. Three-dimensional computer vision techniques have been ac-
tively studied for the purpose of visual traffic surveillance. To determine
the 3-D environment, camera calibration is a crucial step to resolve the
relationship between the 3-D world coordinates and their corresponding
image coordinates. A novel camera calibration using the geometry prop-
erties of road lane markings is proposed. A set of equations that com-
putes the camera parameters from the image coordinates of the road
lane markings and lane width is derived. The camera parameters include
pan angle, tilt angle, swing angle, focal length, and camera distance. Our
results show that the proposed method outperforms the others in terms
of accuracy and noise sensitivity. The proposed method accurately de-
termines camera parameters using the appropriate camera model and it
is insensitive to perturbation of noise on the calibration pattern. © 2003
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1606458]
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1 Introduction

Camera calibration is a crucial and preliminary step in 3
computer vision. The key idea behind camera calibratio
to develop the projection equations linking the known c
ordinates of a set of 3-D points and their projections, a
solve for the camera parameters.1 In other words, the pur-
pose of calibration is to establish the relationship betw
the 3-D world coordinates and their corresponding 2-D i
age coordinates as seen by the computer.2 This relationship
is defined by the intrinsic and extrinsic camera paramet
The intrinsic parameters indicate the internal geometric
optical characteristics of the camera such as focal len
scale factors, and lens distortion. On the other hand,
extrinsic parameters represent the 3-D position and or
tation of the camera relative to the world coordinate s
tem. Once these camera parameters have been found,
are methods to infer 3-D information from 2-D informatio
and vice versa. Therefore, camera calibration is required
most 3-D computer vision applications where the relatio
ship between the 2-D image and 3-D world is need
These applications include 3-D sensing and measurem3

surveillance,4 manufacturing inspection,5 and automated
assembly.6

Recently, we have seen growing interest in applying i
age processing techniques for visual traffic surveillanc7,8

~VTS!. Cameras used for VTS can be remotely adjusted
pan angle, tilt angle, and degree of zooming. When a c
era undergoes such changes, a new set of camera pa
eters is required. Instead of using a predefined camera
rameters, camera calibration is required to compute
changeable camera parameters9 for VTS. Therefore, it is
desirable to be able to determine the set of parameters
tirely from the image sequence, instead of relying on so
special calibration pattern, as reported by oth
methods.10,11
Opt. Eng. 42(10) 2967–2977 (October 2003) 0091-3286/2003/$15.00
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In this paper, a novel camera calibration method
VTS is proposed. Although camera calibration metho
have been developed in the last few decades, they su
from some strict limitations. These limitations, includin
special camera calibration pattern,10 known camera
parameters,12 and restricted camera setting,13 make these
methods inappropriate for VTS. In the proposed cam
calibration method, we employ road lane markings, wh
are readily found in typical traffic scenes, as the calibrat
pattern. The proposed method utilizes the geometric pr
erties of the endpoints of the road lane markings to de
mine the required camera parameters that govern the m
ping relationship between the image and world coordina

The organization of this paper is as follows. Some
lated methods are surveyed in next section. Section 3
scribes the employed perspective camera model. Secti
describes the methodology of the proposed method. In S
5, the proposed method is evaluated by simulation resu
The evaluation includes noise sensitivity and subset
camera parameters, such as omitting swing angle. Secti
concludes the camera calibration method in terms of
advantages and limitations. The mathematical derivation
the equations is shown in the Appendix.

2 Related Methods

In the field of camera calibration, there are many differe
methods for determining the camera parameters. So
methods have been developed for special camera ty
such as a single-scanline camera14 and an active or hand
eye camera.15–17 Moreover, some complicated
methods18–20 have been developed to compensate the
tortion factor of a camera. In this paper, we focus on
calibration of a single low-distortion stationary came
from a typical monocular traffic image sequence. In t
2967© 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Fung, Yung, and Pang: Camera calibration from road lane markings
following, some camera calibration methods that a
closely related to our research10–13,21–23are described.

In Ref. 13, Fukui used a diamond-shaped calibrat
pattern, as shown in Fig. 1, placed on the wall to determ
the location of the camera with respect to the calibrat
pattern. The dimensions of the calibration pattern w
known. The camera lens center and the calibration pat
center were set at the same height. In addition, the op
axis of the camera was required to pass through the ce
of the calibration pattern. The image of the calibration p
tern was processed to provide two visual angles. Th
angles subtended the horizontal and vertical diagonal
the diamond shape. Based on these two visual angles
unique polar coordinates of the camera relative to the c
bration pattern were computed. The calibrated parame
were the distance between the camera and the center o
calibration pattern, and the angle of the camera away fr
the normal line of the calibration pattern. Essentially, t
method was a simplified camera calibration problem,
which the camera was required to locate at the same p
as the calibration pattern and to point directly to the cen
of the calibration pattern. The unevenness of the floor
the distance of the camera from the calibration pattern
affect the accuracy of the method. To apply this method,
height of the camera and the calibration are required to
the same and the floor must be flat. These requirem
forbid this method from general applications.

Courtney et al.21 used the same calibration pattern
Fukui but relaxed the restriction that the camera lens ce
must be as high as the calibration pattern center. Since
camera could be located at any height, the problem bec
3-D. They split the 3-D problem into two separate 2
problems. However, they made the assumption that
height of the camera was known.

Chou and Tsai22 used room corners as calibration pa
tern, as shown in Fig. 2. No doubt, their assumption w
that the camera is applied indoor. A Y-shaped corner w
composed of three perpendicular planes, or alternatively
three perpendicular lines with each line being the inters
tion of a pair of planes. The three lines intersect at
corner point to form a Y shape. The Y shape of the cor
varies with respect to the location and angle of the view
Under the assumption that the distance from the camer
the ceiling is known in advance, the position and orien
tion parameters of the camera, including theX andY posi-
tion parameters and the pan, tilt, and swing angles,
uniquely determined according to 3-D imaging geome

Fig. 1 Calibration pattern used by Fukui’s and Courtney et al.’s
methods.
2968 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 10, October 2003
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This method is effective in an indoor environment whe
wall-ceiling intersections are common.

In Ref. 10, a technique for 3-D camera calibration f
machine vision metrology using off-the-shelf TV came
and lenses was presented. It is a two-stage technique
efficient computation of camera external position and o
entation relative to object reference coordinate system
well as the effective focal length, radial lens distortion, a
image scanning parameters. Tsai used the corners o
black-filled squares, as shown in Fig. 3, as the calibrat
points. These corners are located within small em
squares. Perspective projection with pin hole geometry w
employed. In the first stage, the 3-D orientation and po
tion of the camera were computed. In the second stage
approximation of the effective focal length and height p
sition were first computed by ignoring lens distortio
Then, an optimization scheme, such as steepest des
was employed to solve the nonlinear equation with eff
tive focal length, distortion coefficient, and height positio
being the unknowns. The major disadvantage of this
proach is the inconvenience of measuring a large amoun
data with respect to the world frame. It is more convenie
to utilize special calibration targets to replace the measu
ment of individual corresponding points.

Assuming outdoor applications, Wang and Tsai11 em-
ployed a hexagon with three pairs of parallel edges,
shown in Fig. 4~a!, as the calibration pattern. A vanishin
point is formed by intersecting a pair of projected paral
edges on the ground. For a hexagon, three vanishing po
are produced by the projected parallel edges on the gro
In the ideal case, a vanishing line, as depicted in Fig. 4~b!,
is generated by joining the vanishing points as they mus
on the vanishing line. However, in practice, due to cam
distortion or image processing errors, these points may

Fig. 2 Calibration pattern used by Chou and Tsai’s method.

Fig. 3 Calibration pattern used by Tsai’s method.
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Fung, Yung, and Pang: Camera calibration from road lane markings
be collinear. The line equation of the vanishing line is co
puted by fitting these vanishing points by least-squares
ror approximation. Based on the geometric hints provid
by the vanishing line, the orientation, position, and the
cal length of the camera could be computed. The calibra
parameters included swing angle, pan angle, tilt an
X-Y-Z coordinates, and focal length of the camera. Ho
ever, it is nearly impossible to find a regular hexagon in
typical traffic scene. This means a special calibration tar
a regular hexagon in this case, is required to be put on
road each time after the camera has been adjusted, th
one or more of the camera parameters have been chan

Bas and Crisman12 proposed an easy-to-install came
calibration method for traffic monitoring. In their metho
neither measuring corresponding points nor special cali
tion targets were required. However, they assumed
height and the tilt angle of the camera were given befo
hand. By selecting the road edges, as shown in Fig. 5,
traffic image, the vanishing point of the road edge was u
to compute the focal length and pan angle of the cam
Totally, four points,a, b, c, andd as depicted in Fig. 5
were required in their approach. Obviously, using p
defined parameters of the camera is not practical in ap
cations where one or more of the camera parameters ca
changed.

Lai23 used road lanes or edges for camera calibrat
Since the height and the tilt angle of the camera could
determined on the fly, his approach was more flexible th
the approach proposed by Bas and Crisman. As show
Fig. 6, his method requires two parallel linespq and rs,
similar to Bas and Crisman’s method, and one additio
perpendicular line,mn. The calibrated parameters obtain
include focal length, camera height, and camera ground
tance. Swing angle is ignored in this method.

Although many camera calibration methods have b
reported, they provide only partial solutions to calibrate
camera for traffic surveillance. Basically, there are two m

Fig. 4 Wang and Tsai’s method.
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jor limitations of these existing methods. First, in som
methods, a special calibration pattern, such as diam
shape in Ref. 13 or a hexagon shape in Ref. 11, is requi
These shapes can hardly be found in typical traffic sce
These special calibration patterns are required to be pla
on the road surface if camera calibration is required. This
particularly impractical for closed circuit TV~CCTV! cam-
era. Second, only a subset of the required camera par
eters can be determined in some camera calibration m
ods for traffic surveillance cameras. In these methods, so
camera parameters, such as camera height and tilt an
have been assumed to be given beforehand. Hence,
limits the use of these methods only to cameras that
supply these parameters beforehand. Moreover, a simpli
camera model is employed, in which some important ca
era parameters, such as swing angle, have been omi
Omitting these camera parameters may degrade the pe
mance of the camera calibration method.

It is desirable to develop a camera calibration meth
for VTS with two properties: the calibration pattern shou
be readily found in typical traffic scene and the came

Fig. 5 Selected points used by Bas and Crisman’s method.

Fig. 6 Selected points used by Lai’s method.
2969Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 10, October 2003
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Fung, Yung, and Pang: Camera calibration from road lane markings
model should include sufficient camera parameters to
sure accurate calibration. Road lane marking is the m
common structured pattern readily found in typical traf
scene. Their geometric properties should provide suffici
information for computing the unknown camera para
eters. Choosing the proper camera parameters of the c
era model is crucial. In practice, ignoring camera para
eters or assuming their value may result in unaccepta
errors when computing other camera parameters. Clea
adding extra camera parameters causes a dramatic inc
in the complexity of equation derivation.

3 Camera Model

The employed camera model is depicted in Fig. 7. T
model is generic enough to suit different camera settin
and orientations. As shown, the relationship between
image coordinates and the world coordinates is defined
terms of pan anglep, tilt angle t, swing angles, focal
length f , and camera distancel . Pan anglep is the hori-
zontal angle of the optical axis of the camera with resp
to theY axis of the world coordinate system. Tilt anglet is
the vertical angle of the optical axis of the camera w
respect to theX-Y plane of the world coordinate system
Swing angles is the rotation angle of the camera along
optical axis. Focal lengthf is the distance of the image
plane from the center of the camera lens along the opt
axis of the camera. Camera distancel is the distance of the
world plane from the center of the camera lens along
optical axis of the camera.

Let Q5(XQ ,YQ ,ZQ) be an arbitrary point in 3-D world
coordinates. Also, letq5(xq ,yq) be the corresponding 2-D
image coordinates ofQ. A forward mapping functionF,
which defines the transform function from a point in th
world coordinates to a point in the image coordinates
given as,

q5F$Q%.

By perspective transformation24 with xq5xq* /tq* andyq

5yq* /tq* , we have

Fig. 7 Employed camera model.
2970 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 10, October 2003
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se

l

@xq* yq* tq* #5@XQ YQ ZQ 1#•T•R•P, ~1!

where

T5F 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

2XCAM 2YCAM 2ZCAM 1

G ,

R5F cosp 2sinp 0 0

sinp cosp 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

GF 1 0 0 0

0 cost 2sint 0

0 sint cost 0

0 0 0 1

G
3F coss 0 2sins 0

0 1 0 0

sins 0 coss 0

0 0 0 1

G ,

P5F 1 0 0

0 0 1/f

0 1 0

0 0 0

G ,

and (XCAM ,YCAM ,ZCAM) represents the position of th
camera in the world coordinates.

By substituting XCAM5 l sinpcost, YCAM

52 l cospcost, ZCAM52 l sint and rearranging Eq.~1!,
we have

xq5

fFXQ~cosp coss1sinp sint sins!

1YQ~sinp coss2cosp sint sins!

1ZQ cost sins
G

2XQ sinp cost1YQ cosp cost1ZQ sint1 l
, ~2!

and

yq5

fFXQ~2cosp sins1sinp sint coss!

1YQ~2sinp sins2cosp sint coss!

1ZQ cost coss
G

2XQ sinp cost1YQ cosp cost1ZQ sint1 l
. ~3!

By solving Eqs.~2! and ~3!, the corresponding invers
mappingF21 is defined as

Q5F21$q,ZQ%, ~4!

where

XQ5

F sinp~ l 1ZQ sint !~xq sins1yq coss!

1cosp~ l sint1ZQ!~xq coss2yq sins!

2ZQf cost sinp
G

xq cost sins1yq cost coss1 f sint
, ~5!

and
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Fung, Yung, and Pang: Camera calibration from road lane markings
YQ5

F2cosp~ l 1ZQ sint !~xq sins1yq coss!

1sinp~ l sint1ZQ!~xq coss2yq sins!

1ZQf cost cosp
G

xq cost sins1yq cost coss1 f sint
, ~6!

andZQ is the assumed height of pointQ in the world co-
ordinates. If pointQ lies on theX-Y plane,ZQ becomes
zero.

4 Calibration Methodology

Our initial assumptions are that the road under surveilla
is reasonably straight and the lane markings approxim
straight lines and are in parallel with each others. In pr
tice, slight curvature is tolerable, but large road curvat
that affects the straightness of the lane markings wo
degrade the estimated camera parameters. It is furthe
sumed that the road surface is flat and is represented b
X-Y world plane atZ50, where theX axis is defined along
the road, and theY axis is defined perpendicular to theX
axis. In reality, road surfaces are slightly curved upward
drainage. This is unavoidable and will introduce a cert
degree of error in our calibration. As long as the curvat
of the road is not excessive, our model should still appli
Four end points of the road lane markings are arbitra
selected to form a calibration pattern of rectangleABCD,
as described in Figs. 8 and 9. The world coordinates ofA,
B, C, and D are (XA ,YA,0), (XB ,YB,0), (XC ,YC,0),
(XD ,YD,0). The width of the lane isw. The typical value
of w is 3.6 m, which varies for different roads. It can b
automatically measured by using common vehicle w
standard width, as described in Ref. 23.

With reference to Fig. 8, supposeABW andCDW are par-
allel to theX axis in the world coordinates, thus we hav

Condition 1: YA5YB , ~7!

and

Fig. 8 Top view of the calibration pattern used.
-
e

Condition 2: YC5YD . ~8!

Similarly, supposeACW and BDW are parallel to theY axis,
we have

Condition 3: XA5XC , ~9!

and

Condition 4: XB5XD . ~10!

From the lane widthw, we have

Condition 5: YC2YA5w. ~11!

Therefore, for a pointQ on the road surface, whereZQ

50 in Eqs.~5! and ~6!, XQ andYQ can be rewritten as

XQ5

F l sinp~xq sins1yq coss!

1 l sint cosp~xq coss2yq sins!G
xq cost sins1yq cost coss1 f sint

, ~12!

and

YQ5

F2 l cosp~xq sins1yq coss!

1 l sinp sint~xq coss2yq sins!G
xq cost sins1yq cost coss1 f sint

. ~13!

Using the conditions defined by Eqs.~7–11!, the required
camera parameters, includingp, t, s, f , andl , of the cam-
era model can be determined from the image coordinate
the four corners of the rectangle. The detailed equat
derivation is illustrated in the appendix. The derived equ
tions can be summarized as followings:

Fig. 9 Rectangle ABCD view by the camera.
2971Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 10, October 2003
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l 5
w~ f sint1xA cost sins1yA cost coss!~ f sint1xC cost sins1yC cost coss!

F 2~ f sint1xA cost sins1yA cost coss!

~xC cosp sins2xC sinp sint coss1yC cosp coss1yC sinp sint sins!

1~ f sint1xC cost sins1yC cost coss!

~xA cosp sins2xA sinp sint coss1yA cosp coss1yA sinp sint sins!

G , ~14!
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xBD cosp cost

S bBD sinp coss2bBD cosp sint sins
1aBD sinp sins1aBD cosp sint cossD

, ~15!

tanp5
sin t@~bBDxAC2bACxBD!sins1~aACxBD2aBDxAC!coss#

~aBDxAC2aACxBD!sins1~bBDxAC2bACxBD!coss
,

~16!

sin t525 S @~aBDxAC2aACxBD!sin s1~bBDxAC2bACxBD!coss#

@~aCDxAB2aABxCD!sin s1~bCDxAB2bABxCD!coss#
D

S @~aCDxAB2aABxCD!coss1~bABxCD2bCDxAB!sin s#

@~bBDxAC2bACxBD!sin s1~aACxBD2aBDxAC!coss#
D 6

1/2

,

~17!

tans5

S 2bABbACxBDaCD1bACaBDbABxCD

1bCDxABbBDaAC2bABxCDbBDaAC

2bCDbBDxACaAB2bACxABaBDbCD

1bABxACbBDaCD1bCDbACxBDaAB

D
S 2bABxACaBDaCD1bACxABaBDaCD

2bACaBDaABxCD2aACxBDbCDaAB

2aCDxABbBDaAC1bABaACxBDaCD

1aABxCDbBDaAC1aBDxACbCDaAB

D , ~18!

where

aAB5xB2xA , bAB5yB2yA , xAB5xAyB2xByA ,

aAC5xC2xA , bAC5yC2yA , xAC5xAyC2xCyA ,

aBD5xD2xB , bBD5yD2yB , xBD5xByD2xDyB ,

aCD5xD2xC , bCD5yD2yC , xCD5xCyD2xDyC .

5 Results and Discussions

Two computer simulations were conducted to evaluate
proposed method. In the first simulation, we evaluated
proposed method in terms of the impact of swing an
against the methods developed by Lai23 and Bas.12 In the
second simulation, we evaluated the sensitivity of
model to noise by comparing the proposed method aga
the method developed by Wang.11

5.1 Simulation 1: Impact of Swing Angle on
Accuracy

In the methods developed by Lai23 and Bas,12 one of the
camera parameters, swing angle, was omitted in their c
era models. To evaluate the importance of swing angle
camera calibration, the error in computing other cam
parameters were computed by introducing different sw
2972 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 10, October 2003
t
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angles. In the first simulation, a simulated camera with
focal length of 800 pixels was set at 25 m away from t
world plane along the optical axis. The pan and tilt ang
are set to be 110 and230 deg respectively. A range o
swing angles, from25 to 5 deg, was tested for their impa
on the computed focal length, pan angle, tilt angle, a
camera distance.

As shown in Fig. 10, the focal length calculated by t
proposed method was not affected by the change of
swing angle. It was computed as 800 pixels, as defin
However, using the methods proposed by Lai and Bas,
computed focal length would vary as the swing angle
changed. The error rates of the computed focal length
43% for Lai’s method and 5% for Bas’s method when t
swing angle is25 deg. As Bas assumed that the height a
the tilt angle of the camera were already given, the co
puted focal length error of the method proposed was l
than in Lai’s method. However, this assumption highly lim
ited the practical applicability of Bas’s method as the wa
to accurately estimate camera height and tilt angle were
provided.

In Fig. 11, the pan angles computed by the propo
method and Bas’s method against the swing angle is
picted. Lai’s method does not calculate pan angle, a
therefore is not included in the comparison. Note from t
result that the proposed method does not introduce erro
the computed pan angle when the swing angle changes.
error of the computed pan angle is 3.2 deg for Bas’s met
when swing angle is 5 deg.

In Fig. 12, the tilt angle computed by the propos
method and by Lai’s method against the swing angle
depicted. Bas’s method requires the tilt angle to be giv
and therefore is not compared here. Note from the re
that the proposed method does not introduce error to
computed tilt angle when the swing angle changes. T
error of the computed tilt angle is 6.8 deg for Lai’s meth
when swing angle is25 deg.

In Fig. 13, the camera distance computed by the p
posed method and Lai’s method against the swing angl

Fig. 10 Impact of swing angle s on computed focal length f.
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Fung, Yung, and Pang: Camera calibration from road lane markings
depicted. Camera height is a given parameter in Ba
method and therefore is not considered. Note from the
sult that the proposed method does not introduce erro
the computed camera distance when the swing an
changes. The error rate of the computed camera distan
27% for Lai’s method when swing angle is25 deg.

As shown in the results, swing angle is an importa
parameter in camera calibration. Omitting the swing an
in the camera model in camera calibration can cause s
ous errors in the computation of the camera parameters
considering the swing angle and other parameters,
proposed method offers the most stable set of cam
parameters.

5.2 Simulation 2: Sensitivity to Noise

In the second computer simulation, we set the simula
camera with a focal length of 800 pixels, a camera dista
of 25 m, a pan angle of 110 deg, a tilt angle of230 deg,
and a swing angle of26 deg. To evaluate the sensitivity o
the camera calibration method to noise, we measured
errors of the computed camera parameters, which
caused by the perturbation of the calibration pattern by d
ferent noise levels. The error of the computed camera
rameter is defined as the difference between the comp
and the actual values. We perturbed the calibration pat
at the image plate by adding Gaussian noise with zero m
to each pixel on the calibration pattern in both thex andy
directions. Then, the line equation of each line of the ca
bration pattern was computed by a least-squares error
ting method. The noise level was adjusted by the stand
deviation of the Gaussian noise, which ranges from 0.25
4 pixels. Since the information provided in Wang
method11 is not sufficient to enable us to reproduce the
results, we set the same camera parameters as in Ref.

Fig. 11 Impact of swing angle s on computed pan angle p.

Fig. 12 Impact of swing angle s on computed tilt angle t.
is

-
y

e
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d

n
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to

directly compare the results. The comparisons were p
formed on the error of each camera parameterp, t, s, f ,
and l , computed by Wang’s method and our propos
method at different noise levels. For each noise level, 1
simulation results were generated and averaged.

As shown in Fig. 14, we compared the error of the co
puted pan angle of the proposed method with that
Wang’s method for different noise levels. The error of t
pan angle computed by the proposed method ranges f
0.02 to 0.46 deg for the range of noise level. However,
error of the pan angle computed by Wang’s method ran
from 0.39 to 3.54 deg. In other words, Wang’s method
ways has a higher error rate in the pan angle than the p
posed method for the same noise level. For instance,
error of the pan angle computed by the proposed metho
0.46 deg and the one computed by Wang’s method is 3
deg, which is 6.7 times higher than the proposed meth
for a noise level of 4 pixels.

As shown in Fig. 15, we compared the error of the co
puted tilt angle of the proposed method with that of Wang
method for different noise levels. The error of tilt ang
computed by the proposed method ranges from 0.02 to 0
deg for the range of noise level. However, the error of t
tilt angle computed by Wang’s method ranges from 0.07
1.14 deg. Wang’s method always has a higher error rate
tilt angle than the proposed method for the same no
level. For instance, the error of the tilt angle computed
the proposed method is 0.79 deg and that computed
Wang’s method is 1.14 deg, which is 44% higher than t
proposed method, for a noise level of 4 pixels.

Fig. 13 Impact of swing angle s on computed camera distance l.

Fig. 14 Error of computed pan angle p caused by Gaussian noise.
2973Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 10, October 2003
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Fung, Yung, and Pang: Camera calibration from road lane markings
As shown in Fig. 16, we compared the error of the co
puted swing angle of the proposed method with that
Wang’s method for different noise levels. The error of t
swing angle computed by the proposed method ranges f
0.01 to 0.30 deg for the range of noise level. However,
error of the swing angle computed by Wang’s meth
ranges from 0.27 to 3.21 deg. Wang’s method always ha
higher error rate in the swing angle than the propos
method for the same noise level. For instance, the erro
the swing angle computed by the proposed method is 0
deg and that computed by Wang’s method is 3.21 d
which is 9.7 times higher than the proposed method fo
noise level of 4 pixels.

As shown in Fig. 17, we compared the error of the co
puted focal length of the proposed method with that
Wang’s method for different noise levels. The error of t
focal length computed by the proposed method ranges f
0.80 to 55.27 pixels for the range of noise level. The er
of the focal length computed by Wang’s method rang
from 2.48 to 44.30 pixels. Wang’s method has a high
error rate in focal length than the proposed method
noise levels below 3 pixels. For noise levels above 3 pixe
Wang’s method has lower error rate in computing foc
length than the proposed method. For instance, the erro
the focal length computed by the proposed method is 33

Fig. 15 Error of computed tilt angle t caused by Gaussian noise.

Fig. 16 Error of computed swing angle s caused by Gaussian
noise.
2974 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 10, October 2003
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f

pixels and that computed by Wang’s method is 32.86 p
els, which is 2% lower than in the proposed method fo
noise level of 3 pixels.

As shown in Fig. 18, we compared the error of com
puted camera distance of the proposed method with tha
Wang’s method for different noise levels. The error of t
camera distance computed by the proposed method ra
from 0.03 to 1.90 m for the range of noise level. The err
of the camera distance computed by Wang’s method ran
from 0.98 to 11.58 m. Wang’s method always has a hig
error rate in camera distance than the proposed method
the noise level range. For instance, the error of the cam
distance computed by the proposed method is 1.90 m
that computed by Wang’s method is 11.58 m, which is
times higher than the proposed method for a noise leve
4 pixels.

From the results of the second simulation, we found t
the proposed method is much less prone to noise t
Wang’s method when computing the pan anglep, tilt angle
t, swing angles, and camera distancel under different
noise levels. For focal lengthf computation, both methods
achieved comparable results.

6 Conclusions

VTS systems require a reliable camera calibration meth
Although numerous camera calibration methods have b

Fig. 17 Error of computed focal length f caused by Gaussian noise.

Fig. 18 Error of computed camera distance l caused by Gaussian
noise.
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Fung, Yung, and Pang: Camera calibration from road lane markings
proposed and developed, they all suffer from some st
limitations that make them inappropriate for VTS. In th
paper, a novel camera calibration method for VTS was p
posed. We defined the calibration pattern from road la
markings, which are readily available in typical traffi
scenes. Based on the geometric properties of the road
markings, a set of equations that computes the camera
rameters from the image coordinates of the calibration p
tern and lane width was derived. The results of the co
puter simulations demonstrate that the proposed me
outperforms the others in terms of accuracy and noise
sitivity for calculation of the camera parameters of the ca
era model.

In practice, a nonideal situation can reduce the accur
of our camera calibration method. A bending road an
curved road surface are common. For a bending road,
road lane markings can be approximated by a numbe
short straight lines. For a curved road surface, the r
surface can be divided into rectangular patches that
calibrated by individual pairs of road lane markings. Mor
over, nonproperly marked, damaged or unclear road l
e
-

d
-

e
f

markings, which do not completely satisfy the assum
geometric properties, can introduce error to the cam
calibration process.

7 Appendix: Derivation

Let the image coordinates of the four cornersA, B, C, and
D of the rectangle be (xA ,yA), (xB ,yB), (xC ,yC), and
(xD ,yD), respectively, as shown in Fig. 9. First, we subs
tute Eq.~13! into Eq. ~11!:

F2 l (xC cosp sins2xC sinp sint coss
1yC cosp coss1yC sinp sint sins) G
f sint1xC cost sins1yC cost coss

2

F2 l (xA cosp sins2xA sinp sint coss
1yA cosp coss1yA sinp sint sins) G
f sint1xA cost sins1yA cost coss

5w.

Then, l can be obtained as follows:
l 5
w~ f sint1xA cost sins1yA cost coss!~ f sint1xC cost sins1yC cost coss!

F 2~ f sint1xA cost sins1yA cost coss!

~xC cosp sins2xC sinp sint coss1yC cosp coss1yC sinp sint sins!

1~ f sint1xC cost sins1yC cost coss!

~xA cosp sins2xA sinp sint coss1yA cosp coss1yA sinp sint sins!

G . ~19!
For the condition given in Eq.~7!, we have

F2 l (xB cosp sins2xB sinp sint coss
1yB cosp coss1yB sinp sint sins) G
f sint1xB cost sins1yB cost coss

5

F2 l (xA cosp sins2xA sinp sint coss
1yA cosp coss1yA sinp sint sins) G
f sint1xA cost sins1yA cost coss

.

Then,

F S f sint(xB cosp sins
2xB sinp sint coss

1yB cosp coss
1yB sinp sint sins)

D
1xAyB sinp sint cost sin2 s

2xByA sinp sint cost cos2 s

G
5F S f sint(xA cosp sins

2xA sinp sint coss
1yA cosp coss

1yA sinp sint sins)
D

1xByA sinp sint cost sin2 s

2xAyB sinp sint cost cos2 s

G .
Let

aAB5xB2xA , bAB5yB2yA , xAB5xAyB2xByA ,

aAC5xC2xA , bAC5yC2yA , xAC5xAyC2xCyA ,

aBD5xD2xB , bBD5yD2yB , xBD5xByD2xDyB ,

aCD5xD2xC , bCD5yD2yC , xCD5xCyD2xDyC ,

and we have

F f (aAB cosp sins2aAB sinp sint coss
1bAB cosp coss1bAB sinp sint sins) G

52xAB sinp cost.

Then, f is given by

f 5
2xAB sinp cost

S aAB cosp sins2aAB sinp sint coss
1bAB cosp coss1bAB sinp sint sinsD

. ~20!

Similarly, from Eq.~8!, we have

f 5
2xCD sinp cost

S aCD cosp sins2aCD sinp sint coss
1bCD cosp coss1bCD sinp sint sinsD

. ~21!
2975Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 10, October 2003
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Using the condition given by Eq.~9!, we have

l S yC sinp coss2yC cosp sint sins
1xC sinp sins1xC cosp sint cossD
f sint1xC cost sins1yC cost coss

5

l S yA sinp coss2yA cosp sint sins
1xA sinp sins1xA cosp sint cossD
f sint1xA cost sins1yA cost coss

.

Then,

f S bAC sinp coss2bAC cosp sint sins
1aAC sinp sins1aAC cosp sint cossD

5S xAyC cosp cost sin2 s2xCyA cosp cost cos2 s
2xCyA cosp cost sin2 s1xAyC cosp cost cos2 sD .

Thus, we obtainf in another form,

f 5
xAC cosp cost

S bAC sinp coss2bAC cosp sint sins
1aAC sinp sins1aAC cosp sint cossD

. ~22!

Similarly, from Eq.~10!, we have

f 5
xBD cosp cost

S bBD sinp coss2bBD cosp sint sins
1aBD sinp sins1aBD cosp sint cossD

~23!

The right-hand sides of Eqs.~20! and ~21! are the same
and hence

2xAB sinp cost

S aAB cosp sins2aAB sinp sint coss
1bAB cosp coss1bAB sinp sint sinsD

5
2xCD sinp cost

S aCD cosp sins2aCD sinp sint coss
1bCD cosp coss1bCD sinp sint sinsD

,

xAB

S aAB cotp sins2aAB sint coss
1bAB cotp coss1bAB sint sinsD

5
xCD

S aCD cotp sins2aCD sint coss
1bCD cotp coss1bCD sint sinsD

,

S cotp~aCDxAB sins1bCDxAB coss!

1sint~2aCDxAB coss1bCDxAB sins! D
5S cotp~aABxCD sins1bABxCD coss!

1sint~2aABxCD coss1bABxCD sinsD .

Then, we can obtainp:
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cotp5
sin t@~aCDxAB2aABxCD!coss1~bABxCD2bCDxAB!sins#

~aCDxAB2aABxCD!sins1~bCDxAB2bABxCD!coss
.

~24!

The right-hand sides of Eqs.~22! and ~23! are equivalent,
and hence

xAC cosp cost

S bAC sinp coss2bAC cosp sint sins
1aAC sinp sins1aAC cosp sint cossD

5
xBD cosp cost

S bBD sinp coss2bBD cosp sint sins
1aBD sinp sins1aBD cosp sint cossD

,

xACS bBD tanp coss2bBD sint sins
1aBD tanp sins1aBD sint cossD

5xBDS bAC tanp coss2bAC sint sins
1aAC tanp sins1aAC sint cossD .

Then, we can obtainp in another form:

tanp5
sin t@~bBDxAC2bACxBD!sins1~aACxBD2aBDxAC!coss#

~aBDxAC2aACxBD!sins1~bBDxAC2bACxBD!coss
.

~25!

Equating the right-hand sides of Eqs.~20! and ~22!, we
have

2xAB sinp cost

S aAB cosp sins2aAB sinp sint coss
1bAB cosp coss1bAB sinp sint sinsD

5
xAC cosp cost

S bAC sinp coss2bAC cosp sint sins
1aAC sinp sins1aAC cosp sint cossD

,

F2xAB tanp~bAC coss1aAC sins!2xAC cotp~aAB sins1bAB coss!

1~bACxAB2bABxAC!sin t sins1~2aACxAB1aABxAC!sin t coss
G

50. ~26!

Equating the right-hand side of Eq.~24! and the inverse of
the right-hand side of Eq.~25!, we have

sin t@~aCDxAB2aABxCD!coss1~bABxCD2bCDxAB!sins#

~aCDxAB2aABxCD!sins1~bCDxAB2bABxCD!coss

5
~aBDxAC2aACxBD!sins1~bBDxAC2bACxBD!coss

sin t@~bBDxAC2bACxBD!sins1~aACxBD2aBDxAC!coss#
,

sin2 t5
H @~aBDxAC2aACxBD!sins1~bBDxAC2bACxBD!coss#

@~aCDxAB2aABxCD!sins1~bCDxAB2bABxCD!coss#J
H @~aCDxAB2aABxCD!coss1~bABxCD2bCDxAB!sins#

@~bBDxAC2bACxBD!sins1~aACxBD2aBDxAC!coss#J
.

Since the camera is set above ground,t is always negative:

sin t52S H @~aBDxAC2aACxBD!sin s1~bBDxAC2bACxBD!coss#

@~aCDxAB2aABxCD!sin s1~bCDxAB2bABxCD!coss#
J

H @~aCDxAB2aABxCD!coss1~bABxCD2bCDxAB!sin s#

@~bBDxAC2bACxBD!sin s1~aACxBD2aBDxAC!coss#
J D

1/2

.

~27!
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Fung, Yung, and Pang: Camera calibration from road lane markings
By substituting Eqs.~24! and ~25! into Eqs.~26!, we have

¦

2S xAB~bAC coss1aAC sins!

H @~bBDxAC2bACxBD!sins1~aACxBD2aBDxAC!coss#

@~aBDxAC2aACxBD!sins1~bBDxAC2bACxBD!coss#J D
2S xAC~aAB sins1bAB coss!

H @~aCDxAB2aABxCD!coss1~bABxCD2bCDxAB!sins#

@~aCDxAB2aABxCD!sins1~bCDxAB2bABxCD!coss#J D
1~bACxAB2bABxAC!sins

1~2aACxAB1aABxAC!coss

§
50,

3 xABxACS bABbACxBDaCD2bACaBDbABxCD

2bCDxABbBDaAC1bABxCDbBDaAC

1bCDbBDxACaAB1bACxABaBDbCD

2bABxACbBDaCD2bCDbACxBDaAB

D sins

1xABxACS 2bABxACaBDaCD1bACxABaBDaCD

2bACaBDaABxCD2aACxBDbCDaAB

2aCDxABbBDaAC1bABaACxBDaCD

1aABxCDbBDaAC1aBDxACbCDaAB

D coss4 50,

tans5

S 2bABbACxBDaCD1bACaBDbABxCD

1bCDxABbBDaAC2bABxCDbBDaAC

2bCDbBDxACaAB2bACxABaBDbCD

1bABxACbBDaCD1bCDbACxBDaAB

D
S 2bABxACaBDaCD1bACxABaBDaCD

2bACaBDaABxCD2aACxBDbCDaAB

2aCDxABbBDaAC1bABaACxBDaCD

1aABxCDbBDaAC1aBDxACbCDaAB

D . ~28!
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